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Abstract—Time-domain wavelength interleaved network
(TWIN) is an elegant and cost-effective all-optical network de-
signed by a group of researchers in Bell Labs. It emulates fast
optical switching via fast tunable lasers at the network edge, so
it does not need optical switching and buffering in the network
core. TWIN can be upgraded to provide larger capacity by using
more receivers at the nodes, where capacity is the aggregate
data rate supported by the network. In this paper, we focus on
making this upgrade resource-effective. Specifically, we exploit
and optimize wavelength reuse so that the resulting network,
called high-capacity TWIN (HC-TWIN), can better utilize its
available resources to provide larger capacity while retaining the
appealing advantages of TWIN. We formulate the problem of op-
timizing HC-TWIN, prove its NP-hardness, and design an efficient
three-stage algorithm to solve it. Simulation results demonstrate
that 1) HC-TWIN can provide larger capacity by realizing larger
degree of wavelength reuse and 2) the three-stage algorithm can
find optimal or close-to-optimal solutions.

Index Terms—All-optical networks, network architectures, net-
work optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A group of researchers in Bell Labs designed an elegant
and cost-effective all-optical network called time-domain

wavelength interleaved network (TWIN) [1]. TWIN pushes
the processing functions (e.g., optical switching and traffic
grooming) to the network edge so that its network core has low
complexity and cost. In TWIN, each node has a fast tunable
laser for transmission and is assigned a multipoint-to-point
tree for reception. These trees, called destination trees [2],
are pre-provisioned at distinct wavelengths and overlaid on
the physical network. Fig. 1 shows an example of a four-node
TWIN. To transmit data to a destination node which uses
destination tree at wavelength for reception, a source node
tunes its laser to and then transmits the data through the
destination tree . Other source nodes share this destination tree

via simple and efficient scheduling [2], [3]. TWIN has two
salient features:

1) TWIN emulates fast optical switching via fast tunable
lasers at the network edge [1]. A source node performs
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this emulation by transmitting data bursts at different
wavelengths to different destination nodes. As a result,
TWIN does not need optical switching and buffering in the
network core, and hence it has low complexity and cost.

2) TWIN performs traffic grooming optically [1]. The source
nodes groom their traffic into the destination trees via
simple scheduling and optical merging.

Traffic demands have been increasing because of more
users with high-speed access and more bandwidth-demanding
applications. In fact, the Internet traffic was doubling every
six months [4], and it was envisioned that the bandwidth de-
mand will grow exponentially in the next two decades [5]. It
is desirable that a network design can provide large enough
capacity to fulfill the ever-increasing traffic demands, where
capacity refers to the aggregate data rate supported by the
network. TWIN has a network capacity of WC [6], where
is the number of wavelengths in a fiber and is the data rate
of each wavelength channel (called channel rate). In principle,
TWIN can provide larger network capacity by adopting more
wavelength channels per fiber or a higher channel rate .
In practice, both alternatives involve technological difficulties
and higher cost (e.g., channel spacing is limited by nonlinear
crosstalk [7], expansion of the usable wavelength band involves
costly broadband optical amplification [5], [8], channel rates
are limited by dispersion and nonlinear effects [7]–[9], higher
channel rates involve faster and more expensive optical/elec-
tronic components, very fast components are not mature in
terms of performance and/or cost [10], etc.).

TWIN can be upgraded to provide larger capacity by using
more receivers at the nodes. In this paper, we focus on making
this upgrade resource-effective and our contributions include the
following.

1) We exploit and optimize wavelength reuse so that the re-
sulting network, called high-capacity TWIN (HC-TWIN),
can better utilize the available network resources to pro-
vide larger capacity for wider applicability while retaining
the appealing advantages of TWIN. HC-TWIN includes
the original TWIN design at one extreme and the light-
path-based design at the other extreme.

2) We formulate and solve the problem of optimizing
HC-TWIN on any given physical network. In this problem,
we minimize the total number of destination trees required
while fulfilling the given traffic demands and all the
network constraints. This problem is called destination
tree construction (DTC). We prove that the DTC problem
is NP-hard and design an efficient three-stage heuristic
algorithm to solve it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe HC-TWIN and discuss its characteristics. In
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Fig. 1. Example of a four-node TWIN. (a) Physical network. (b) Destination tree for node 0 to receive data bursts from other nodes at wavelength � . (c) Destina-
tion tree for node 1 to receive data bursts from other nodes at wavelength � . (d) Destination tree for node 2 to receive data bursts from other nodes at wavelength
� . (e) Destination tree for node 3 to receive data bursts from other nodes at wavelength � .

Section III, we formulate the destination tree construction
problem and prove its NP-hardness. In Section IV, we design
a three-stage heuristic algorithm to solve this problem. In
Section V, we present simulation results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm. In
Section VI, we conclude our research.

II. HIGH-CAPACITY TIME-DOMAIN WAVELENGTH

INTERLEAVED NETWORKS

A. Provision of Large Capacity

HC-TWIN provides large network capacity through spatial
reuse of wavelengths in different fibers. As a result, it can pro-
vide more destination trees on the same physical network to
accommodate larger traffic demands. HC-TWIN reuses wave-
lengths in the following manner:

1) HC-TWIN reuses the same wavelength in different links.
Fig. 2(a) shows an example in which node 0 receives data
through two destination trees at the same wavelength .
These trees do not use the same link, so they can reuse the
wavelength at in different links. As a result, the network
can provide two destination trees at (while TWIN pro-
vides only one destination tree at ). In general, a network
can provide multiple destination trees at the same wave-
length via spatial reuse.

2) HC-TWIN reuses the same wavelength in different fibers
of the same link. When an optical network is being con-
structed, it is very cost-effective to install multiple fibers
in each link because the fiber cost is much smaller than
the fiber installation cost. The advantages of multifiber net-
works have been widely studied in the literature (e.g., see

[11]–[13]). With multiple fibers per link, we can realize
a larger degree of spatial reuse of wavelengths. Fig. 2(b)
shows an example in which we reuse the wavelength at

in different fibers to provide three destination trees at
[i.e., one more destination tree than the example shown

in Fig. 2(a)]. In general, we can provide multiple destina-
tion trees at the same wavelength via spatial reuse of wave-
lengths in different fibers.

Using the above spatial reuse methods, it is necessary to de-
termine the destination trees for every node to satisfy its traffic
demand. If the network uses more destination trees, it needs
more receivers and may need more transmitters. Specifically, a
node needs receivers if it uses destination trees for recep-
tion, and it may need more transmitters if it uses more destina-
tion trees for transmission (the number of transmitters required
essentially depends on its outgoing traffic volume). Therefore,
it is desirable to use as few destination trees as possible in order
to reduce the cost of receivers and transmitters. For this reason,
we propose to minimize the total number of destination trees re-
quired while fulfilling the given traffic demands and all the net-
work constraints. We formulate this problem in Section III and
solve it in Section IV. After determining the destination trees,
we realize HC-TWIN using the original node architecture and
transmission protocol of TWIN.

B. Characteristics of HC-TWIN

1) Advantages: HC-TWIN has several advantages:
1.1) HC-TWIN retains the advantages of TWIN. First,
HC-TWIN emulates fast optical switching via fast tun-
able lasers at the network edge, reducing the complexity
and cost of the network core. Second, HC-TWIN can
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Fig. 2. Illustration of spatial reuse in HC-TWIN. (a) Two destination trees without common edges can use the same wavelength. (b) When there is one additional
fiber between node 0 and node 2, three destination trees can use the same wavelength.

accommodate a certain degree of changing traffic patterns
via bandwidth sharing. In both TWIN and HC-TWIN,
certain source nodes share the data rate provided by a
destination tree, so their data rates can vary as long as their
total data rate does not exceed . Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows
two examples to illustrate this bandwidth sharing feature
of TWIN and HC-TWIN.
1.2) HC-TWIN provides large network capacity, which
can be increased by using a larger degree of spatial reuse
without increasing the number of wavelengths per fiber
or the channel rate .
1.3) HC-TWIN can support more than nodes while
TWIN can support at most nodes.1 [1]. It is because
HC-TWIN can provide more than destination trees via
spatial reuse for more than nodes.

2) Cost and Overhead: HC-TWIN involves the following
cost and overhead:

2.1) HC-TWIN needs additional transmitters and receivers
and this involves additional cost. When a node has a large
traffic demand, it needs multiple channels (destination
trees) for concurrent transmission/reception and hence
it needs multiple transmitters/receivers. However, it is
unavoidable to use multiple transmitters/receivers for any
network design whenever a node needs multiple chan-
nels for concurrent transmission/reception of large traffic
volume. Nevertheless, HC-TWIN may reduce the cost of
these transmitters/receivers by adopting lower channel
rates and more destination trees via a larger degree of
spatial reuse.
2.2) When HC-TWIN is set up or reconfigured, it is neces-
sary to measure the traffic demand for each node pair and
determine the destination trees (see Sections III–IV). This
involves overhead. We believe that this overhead is mild
for the following reasons.
• Traffic measurement is usually done in daily network

management. In this case, we can make use of the

1TWIN can support at most � nodes because the network can provide �
destination trees at distinct wavelengths for � respective nodes. A general-
ized TWIN [6] adds a simple gateway function to each node such that the net-
work uses multihop transmission and wavelength reuse to support more than�
nodes. In the generalized TWIN, the per-node capacity is upper bounded by �
because each node handles its own traffic as well as transit traffic, so the net-
work capacity is upper bounded by NC. For the special case where � � �

and the traffic is uniform, a tighter upper bound on the network capacity is given
by ����� � ���� � .

existing measurement data without extra measurement
overhead.

• The destination trees can be determined quickly by the
proposed three-stage algorithm (see Section IV).

• Network reconfiguration is needed only when the traffic
patterns change significantly (say, once per few weeks
or months, depending on the rate of change of traffic
patterns). It is because HC-TWIN can already accom-
modate a certain degree of changing traffic patterns via
bandwidth sharing [see item 1.1 in the above discussion
and the example shown in Fig. 3(b)]. In reconfiguration,
it is only necessary to control the wavelength selective
switches in every node to change their input-to-output
connections. The overhead is not large.

3) Tradeoff Between Cost and Flexibility of Bandwidth
Sharing: If a source node uses more transmitters for concurrent
transmission through destination trees, it is more costly but it
can share the bandwidth of more destination trees at any time
(i.e., larger flexibility of bandwidth sharing). Therefore, there
is a tradeoff between cost and flexibility of bandwidth sharing.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) shows two examples to illustrate this tradeoff.
In HC-TWIN, each source node uses the fewest transmitters
while it can still realize a certain degree of bandwidth sharing
[see item 1.1 in the above discussion and the example shown in
Fig. 3(b)], so it achieves a favorable tradeoff between cost and
flexibility of bandwidth sharing.

4) Applicability of HC-TWIN: HC-TWIN includes the orig-
inal TWIN design at one extreme (when each node uses one
destination tree for reception from all other nodes) and the light-
path-based design at the other extreme (when each node uses
one or more dedicated lightpaths for reception from every other
node). We remind that TWIN is cost-effective for relatively light
traffic load (the total traffic load from all nodes to any one node
is smaller than or equal to the channel rate ) while the light-
path-based design is suitable for relatively heavy traffic load
(the traffic load from one node to another node is a multiple
of the channel rate ). HC-TWIN, being an interim between
TWIN and the lightpath-based design, is cost-effective and suit-
able when the traffic load is also an interim (i.e., larger than that
supported by TWIN but smaller than that supported by the light-
path-based design).

5) Cost-Effectiveness Under High Traffic Demand:
HC-TWIN can cost-effectively handle high pairwise de-
mand. Specifically, when a node pair has large traffic demand,
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Fig. 3. Examples to illustrate the bandwidth sharing feature of TWIN and HC-TWIN. In these examples, the network has five nodes and only the destination trees
to node 5 are shown for clarity. (a) In this example of TWIN, all the four source nodes share the data rate � provided by a destination tree to node 5. (b) In this
example of HC-TWIN, two source nodes (nodes 1 and 2) share the data rate � provided by a destination tree to node 5 and the other two source nodes (nodes 3
and 4) share the data rate � provided by another destination tree to node 5. (c) This example shows the tradeoff between cost and flexibility of bandwidth sharing
in HC-TWIN. If every source node uses two transmitters for simultaneous transmission through two destination trees, then all the source nodes can completely
share the total available data rate �� (i.e., largest flexibility of bandwidth sharing) but they require more transmitters (i.e., more costly).

HC-TWIN would assign some dedicated source-to-destination
channels and one or a few destination trees to this node pair (see
the three-stage algorithm in Section IV). For example, if a node
pair needs a capacity of , this node pair would be assigned
three dedicated channels (providing a capacity of ) and one
destination tree [providing a capacity of to this node pair
while the remaining capacity is shared by other node(s)].
The dedicated channels are used via plain circuit switching,
while the destination tree is shared via fast tunable lasers at the
network edge without using fast switching within the network
core (this nice property is inherited from the original TWIN).

III. DESTINATION TREE CONSTRUCTION: PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we formulate the problem of determining the
destination trees on a given physical network to fulfill the given
traffic demands. Our objective is to minimize the total number
of destination trees required (see the motivation discussed in
Section II-A). This problem is called destination tree construc-
tion (DTC). We prove that the DTC problem is NP-hard.

A. Network Model and Problem Formulation

We model the network as a directed graph where
is a set of nodes and is a set of edges (links). Each link has
one or more fibers, each fiber provides wavelength channels,
and each wavelength channel is operated at a data rate of .

We denote the number of nodes of the network by (i.e.,
). Let be a given traffic demand ma-

trix, where is the data rate required from node to node

. can be obtained by traffic measurement which is usually
done in daily network management. We define the following
notations.

Set of all the destination trees to be determined.

Subset of in which the destination trees have
destination node .

Subset of in which the destination trees are
assigned the wavelength .

Set of nodes in destination tree .

Number of fibers in edge .

Allocated data rate for node that transmits
through destination tree .

If destination tree contains edge , ;
otherwise, .

The DTC problem is to minimize the total number of
destination trees required (i.e., minimize ; see the motiva-
tion discussed in Section II-A) while fulfilling the following
constraints.

1) The given traffic demands are accommodated (i.e.,
for all ).

2) The aggregated data rate of all source nodes in each
destination tree cannot exceed the channel rate (i.e.,

for all ).
3) For each edge , at most channels with the same wave-

length can be used to construct the destination trees (i.e.,
for all and ).
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4) Only the nodes in destination tree can transmit through
this destination tree (i.e., for all and

).
Mathematically, the DTC problem is formulated as follows:

Minimize

Subject to for all

for all

for all and

for all and

B. Complexity

We prove that the DTC problem is NP-hard as follows. We
consider the special case in which all elements in the traffic de-
mand matrix are multiples of the channel rate . Then each
source node requires multiple and dedicated destination trees
to each destination node, so each of these destination trees con-
tains only one source node and hence it is a lightpath. The total
number of destination trees (lightpaths) required becomes a con-
stant, and the resulting problem reduces to the problem of de-
termining the necessary lightpaths. The latter problem is the
traditional routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem
[14], which is NP-complete [15]. Therefore, the DTC problem
is NP-hard.

IV. THREE-STAGE ALGORITHM FOR

DESTINATION TREE CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we propose an efficient three-stage heuristic
algorithm to solve the DTC problem. For convenience of de-
scription, we represent each destination tree by ( , , , ),
where represents destination node , is a set of source nodes
in for destination node , is a set of edges in , and is the
wavelength assigned to .

A. Main Ideas

The proposed algorithm has three stages. The goal and the
main ideas of each stage are as follows.

1) Tree Construction: In this stage, we determine as few des-
tination trees as possible to fulfill the given traffic demands. This
is done in three main steps. First, for each destination node, we
divide the source nodes into as few groups as possible such that
the source nodes in each group can share a destination tree (i.e.,
their total data rate is at most ). This is done by solving a gener-
alized version of the bin packing problem [16]. Second, for each
destination node and each group of source nodes, we determine
a tree to connect these nodes such that this tree has as few edges
as possible. This is done by solving a Steiner tree problem [17].
Third, we assign a wavelength to each of these destination trees.
If we cannot assign wavelengths to all the trees, we proceed to
the second stage.

2) Tree Reconstruction: In this stage, we repeatedly rear-
range the existing destination trees to reduce the total number
of edges of these trees, so that we may be able to assign wave-
lengths to all the trees. If we cannot still assign wavelengths to
all the trees, we proceed to the third stage.

3) Tree Addition and Reconstruction: In this stage, we in-
crementally add a few destination trees in order to increase the
flexibility of wavelength assignment and repeatedly rearrange
the trees in order to assign wavelengths to all the trees.

Using the above framework, if the first stage cannot assign
wavelengths to all the destination trees, the algorithm proceeds
to the second stage to better optimize the destination trees. If
the second stage cannot assign wavelengths to all the destina-
tion trees, the algorithm proceeds to the third stage to further
optimize the destination trees.

B. First Stage: Tree Construction

In this stage, we determine as few destination trees as possible
based on the main ideas described in Section IV-A.

For each , we first construct destination
trees that have one source node and one destination node
using any shortest path routing algorithm. Each of these desti-
nation trees is used to handle a traffic demand of from node

to node . Let be a set of these destination trees. After ex-
cluding the traffic demands handled by these destination trees,
the resulting demand matrix is , where

. Then we determine the other necessary des-
tination trees based on for the rest of the algorithm.

We first divide the source nodes into as few groups as possible
such that the source nodes in each group share a destination tree
(i.e., their total data rate is at most ). For this purpose, we first
solve a bin packing problem for each destination node as fol-
lows. The source nodes, the traffic demands to node (i.e., )
and the channel rate are treated as items, item size and bin
capacity of the bin-packing problem, respectively. We apply a
bin packing algorithm (e.g., the first-fit descending algorithm
[16]) to solve this bin packing problem so that we divide the
source nodes for destination node into as few groups as pos-
sible. After executing the bin packing algorithm, each source
node is assigned to one group. Since a source node can transmit
data through more than one destination tree via its tunable laser,
it can be assigned to more than one group. To exploit this flex-
ibility, we iteratively reassign source nodes to more than one
group in order to further reduce the total number of groups (i.e.,
total number of destination trees).

For each destination node and each group of source nodes,
we determine a destination tree to connect these source nodes
to destination node such that this tree has as few edges as
possible. This is done by solving a Steiner tree problem [17]
for these nodes (e.g., using the minimal spanning tree (MST)
Steiner heuristic [17]).

We then assign wavelengths to the destination trees one after
the other in the following order: the tree with more edges is
assigned a wavelength first.

The procedure of the first stage is as follows.
PROCEDURE TREE_CONSTRUCTION

1 Construct some destination trees.
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1.1 For each , construct destination
trees with source node and destination node using
any shortest path routing algorithm.
1.2 Set , where

.
2 Construct other necessary destination trees to accom-

modate all traffic demands.
For EACH destination node DO
BEGIN

2.1 Execute a bin packing algorithm (e.g., the first-fit
descending algorithm [16]) to divide the source nodes
into as few groups as possible such that the source
nodes in each group need a total data rate of at most

.
2.2 Reduce the number of groups iteratively as follows.

2.2.1 Select group such that it has the smallest
total traffic demand.
2.2.2 Select source node from group such that
this node has the largest traffic demand.
2.2.3 Excluding group , select another group
such that it has the smallest total traffic demand.
2.2.4 Reallocate as much traffic demand of source
node as possible from group to group .
2.2.5 Repeat steps 2.2.2–2.2.4 until no further re-
allocation in step 2.2.4 is possible. If the resulting
group does not contain any source node, delete
it.
2.2.6 Repeat steps 2.2.1–2.2.5 until no further re-
allocation is possible.

2.3 Determine a destination tree to connect the source
nodes in each group and destination node by ex-
ecuting a Steiner tree algorithm (e.g., MST Steiner
heuristic [17]).
END

3 Assign wavelengths to all destination trees.
3.1 Sort all the destination trees in descending order of
the number of edges required.
3.2 Assign a wavelength of the lowest possible index
to each of the destination trees in the above order.

C. Second Stage: Tree Reconstruction

In this stage, we repeatedly rearrange the existing destination
trees to reduce the total number of edges of these trees so that
we may be able to assign wavelengths to all the trees.

To decrease the total number of edges required, we use a
sub-procedure that operates on two destination trees having the
same destination node and decreases the number of edges of
these trees by repeatedly 1) relocating a source node from one
destination tree to another and 2) swapping a pair of source
nodes between two destination trees. For each destination node
, we repeatedly perform this sub-procedure for each pair of

destination trees in until we cannot further decrease the
total number of edges of these trees. Note that a possible reloca-
tion/swapping means that each resulting destination tree after
relocation/swapping can still accommodate the traffic demands
of its source nodes (i.e., for all ).

The details of the sub-procedure are as follows.

Fig. 4. Network adopted in computer simulation; it is the original Arpanet with
20 nodes and 32 bidirectional links.

SUB-PROCEDURE DECREASE_EDGES
1 Iterative relocation of source nodes.

1.1 For each source node in the two given destination
trees, if it is relocated from its original destination tree
to the other destination tree, determine the number of
edges in the resulting two trees. Perform a relocation
such that the number of edges in the resulting two trees
is the smallest.
1.2 Repeat step 1.1 until no further relocation is
possible.

2 Iterative swapping of source nodes.
2.1 Search for all possible swapping of source node
pairs. Perform a swapping that can decrease the total
number of edges by the largest amount.
2.2 Repeat step 2.1 until no further swapping is
possible.

3 Delete the obsolete destination trees.
Delete the destination trees that have no source node.

The procedure of the second stage is as follows.
PROCEDURE TREE_RECONSTRUCTION

1 Rearrange the destination trees.
FOR EACH destination node DO
BEGIN

1.1 For each pair of destination trees in , execute
SUB-PROCEDURE DECREASE_EDGES.
1.2 Repeat 1.1 until the total number of edges of the
destination trees cannot be further decreased.
END

2 Reassign wavelengths to all destination trees.
2.1 Sort all the destination trees in in descending
order of the number of edges.
2.2 Assign a wavelength of the lowest possible index
to each of the destination trees in the above order.

D. Third Stage: Tree Addition and Reconstruction

In this stage, we incrementally add destination trees in order
to increase the flexibility of wavelength assignment and itera-
tively rearrange the trees in order to assign wavelengths to all
the trees. This is done repeatedly until we find a feasible solu-
tion or no further change of the destination trees is possible.

For each destination node , we split the destination tree with
the largest number of edges in order to add a destination tree.
Then we rearrange the destination trees in to decrease the
total number of edges required (the sub-procedure for this pur-
pose is described in the next paragraph). After rearrangement,
if the total number of edges of the destination trees cannot be
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Fig. 5. Effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm for single-
fiber links under uniform traffic. “Successful” means that the network can ac-
commodate the given traffic demand; and “unsuccessful” otherwise. (a) Effec-
tiveness of HC-TWIN. HC-TWIN can accommodate significantly larger traffic
demand than TWIN. (b) Effectiveness of the three-stage algorithm. This algo-
rithm can effectively reduce the number of destination trees required (i.e., reduce
the numbers of transmitters and receivers required). (c) Execution time required
on a computer using an Intel Pentium 2.80-GHz processor.

decreased, we restore the destination trees to the original ones
(i.e., the ones before adding destination trees).

To rearrange the destination trees in , we require a sub-
procedure that is identical to DECREASE_EDGES (used in the
second stage) except that it keeps a constant number of destina-
tion trees. The details of this sub-procedure are as follows.

SUB-PROCEDURE DECREASE_EDGES_ONLY
1 Iterative relocation of source nodes.

1.1 Search for all possible relocations of a source node
from one destination tree to another tree . Perform a
relocation that can decrease the total number of edges

Fig. 6. Effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm for single-
fiber links under nonuniform traffic. Out of 100 nonuniform traffic patterns for
each value of the total traffic demand, we record the number of successful cases
in which feasible destination trees are found to accommodate the given traffic
patterns. (a) Effectiveness of HC-TWIN. (b) Effectiveness of the three-stage
algorithm. (c) Execution time required on a computer using an Intel Pentium
2.80-GHz processor.

by the largest amount and the relocated node is not the
only source node in .
1.2 Repeat step 1.1 until no further relocation is
possible.

2 Iterative swapping of source nodes.
2.1 Search for all possible swapping of source node
pairs. Perform a swapping that can decrease the total
number of edges by the largest amount.
2.2 Repeat step 2.1 until no further swapping is
possible.

The procedure of the third stage is as follows.
PROCEDURE TREE_ADDITION_RECONSTRUCTION

1 Add and reconstruct destination trees.
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Fig. 7. Effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm for multi-fiber
links under uniform traffic. “Successful” means that the network can accommo-
date the given traffic demand; and “unsuccessful” otherwise. (a) Effectiveness
of HC-TWIN. (b) Effectiveness of the three-stage algorithm. (c) Execution time
required on a computer using an Intel Pentium 2.80-GHz processor.

FOR EACH destination node DO
BEGIN

1.1 Add a destination tree as follows. Among the desti-
nation trees with multiple source nodes, select the des-
tination tree that contains the largest number of edges.
Add a new destination tree that has destination node

and a source node that is relocated from .
1.2 Reconstruct the destination trees as follows.

1.2.1 For each pair of destination trees in
, execute SUB-PROCEDURE DE-

CREASE_EDGES_ONLY.
1.2.2 Repeat step 1.2.1 until the total number of
edges of all the destination trees cannot be further
decreased.

Fig. 8. Effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm for multi-
fiber links under nonuniform traffic. Out of 100 nonuniform traffic patterns for
each value of the total traffic demand, we record the number of successful cases
in which feasible destination trees are found to accommodate the given traffic
patterns. (a) Effectiveness of HC-TWIN. (b) Effectiveness of the three-stage
algorithm. (c) Execution time required on a computer using an Intel Pentium
2.80-GHz processor.

1.3 If the total number of edges of all the destination
trees has not been decreased, restore to the orig-
inal one (i.e., the set before adding the destination tree

in step 1.1).
END

2 Reassign wavelengths to all destination trees.
2.1 Sort all the destination trees in in descending
order of the number of edges.
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Fig. 9. Average execution time required by each stage of the proposed algorithm on a computer using an Intel Pentium 2.80-GHz processor. (a) Uniform traffic.
(b) Nonuniform traffic.

2.2 Assign a wavelength of the lowest possible index
to each of the destination trees in the above order.

3 Repeat
Repeat steps 1 and 2 until wavelengths have been assigned
to all the destination trees or step 1 cannot further change
the destination trees.

E. Three-Stage Algorithm

Overall, the three-stage algorithm is as follows.
ALGORITHM THREE-STAGE

1 First stage.
Determine as few destination trees as possible to accom-
modate the given traffic demands as follows.

1.1 1 Execute PROCEDURE TREE_CONSTRUC-
TION.
1.2 If wavelengths have been assigned to all the desti-
nation trees, stop.

2 Second stage.
Reconstruct the destination trees iteratively as follows.

2.1 Execute PROCEDURE TREE_RECONSTRUC-
TION.
2.2 If wavelengths have been assigned to all the desti-
nation trees, stop.

3 Third stage.
Incrementally add some destination trees and iteratively
rearrange all the destination trees in by executing
PROCEDURE TREE_ADDITION_RECONSTRUC-
TION.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We perform computer simulation to evaluate the effectiveness
of HC-TWIN and the three-stage heuristic algorithm.

A. Simulation Model and Performance Measures

We adopt the Arpanet’s topology shown in Fig. 4. There are
20 nodes and 32 bi-directional links. We consider single-fiber
links as well as multi-fiber links. Each fiber provides 50 wave-
lengths and each wavelength channel is operated at a rate of one
capacity unit (e.g., one capacity unit is 10 Gbps). We consider

both uniform and nonuniform traffic. For uniform traffic, is
constant for all and for all . For nonuni-
form traffic, we randomly generate 100 traffic demand matrices
for each value of the total traffic demand. Specifically, we gen-
erate each traffic demand matrix as follows. Let be a given
total traffic demand. We randomly generate for all
based on a uniform distribution over the range , then com-
pute , and get for all
and for all . The proposed algorithm is executed
for each traffic demand pattern generated.

We evaluate the effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-
stage heuristic algorithm through the following measures.

1) Lower Bound On the Minimal Number of Destination
Trees Required: We remind that the problem of minimizing
the number of destination trees is NP-hard. To evaluate the
solution quality of the three-stage heuristic algorithm, we
compare the number of destination trees determined by this
algorithm with a lower bound on the minimal number of
destination trees required. This lower bound is derived as
follows. For destination node , it receives a total traffic load
of from all other nodes, so it needs at least

destination trees. Overall, the network
requires at least destination
trees and this quantity is the lower bound.

2) Successful/Unsuccessful: To evaluate the capacity of a
given network, we progressively increase the total traffic de-
mand until the network cannot accommodate it. If the network
can accommodate a given total traffic demand, this case is called
“successful”; otherwise, it is called “unsuccessful.”

3) Execution Time: We measure the execution time required
on a computer with an Intel Pentium 2.80-GHz processor.

B. Results

We first consider HC-TWIN with single-fiber links under uni-
form traffic. Fig. 5 shows the effectiveness of HC-TWIN and the
three-stage algorithm. Fig. 5(a) shows that HC-TWIN can ac-
commodate significantly larger traffic demands than TWIN on
the same physical network. Specifically, HC-TWIN can accom-
modate up to 450 capacity units (remind that one capacity unit
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF CASES IN WHICH: I) ONLY STAGE 1 IS EXECUTED, II) ONLY STAGES 1 AND STAGES 2 ARE EXECUTED, AND III)

ALL THE THREE STAGES ARE EXECUTED. SIMULATION SETTING IS THE SAME AS THAT FOR FIG. 8

corresponds to the data rate of a wavelength channel such as
10 Gbps). In other words, HC-TWIN can provide the necessary
destination trees even when the total traffic demand is as high
as 450 capacity units. In contrast, TWIN can only accommodate
up to 40 capacity units. 2 While HC-TWIN can provide larger
capacity, it needs more transmitters and receivers because more
destination trees are used. Fig. 5(b) shows that the three-stage
algorithm can effectively minimize the number of destination
trees required. The number of destination trees determined by
this algorithm is either equal to the lower bound (i.e., it is op-
timal) or close to the lower bound (i.e., it is close-to-optimal).
Fig. 5(c) shows that the three-stage algorithm is fast. The exe-
cution time required ranges from several mini-seconds to less
than about half a minute. Since destination trees are determined
in network design or reconfiguration phases, the three-stage al-
gorithm is fast enough for practical applications.

We consider HC-TWIN with single-fiber links under nonuni-
form traffic. Fig. 6 shows the effectiveness of HC-TWIN and
the three-stage algorithm. Since we generate 100 nonuniform
traffic patterns (i.e., 100 randomly generated traffic patterns)
for each value of the total traffic demand, we record the number
of successful cases in which feasible destination trees are
found to accommodate the given traffic patterns. Fig. 6(a)–(c)
shows that HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm are still
very effective under nonuniform traffic. In particular, Fig. 6(a)
shows that HC-TWIN can accommodate significantly larger
traffic demands than TWIN on the same physical network,
Fig. 6(b) shows that the three-stage algorithm can find optimal

2This phenomenon (i.e., TWIN can accommodate up to 40 capacity units
while the fiber provides 50 wavelengths) can be explained as follows. We re-
mind that the network has 20 nodes (see Fig. 4). Under uniform traffic, every
node in TWIN requires the same number of destination trees. When the total
traffic demand is small, every node requires one destination tree so that the net-
work provides 20 destination trees to accommodate 20 capacity units. When the
total traffic demand becomes larger, every node requires two destination trees
so that the network provides 40 destination trees to accommodate 40 capacity
units. When the total traffic demand is further increased, every node requires
three destination trees but the network cannot provide 60 destination trees be-
cause there are only 50 wavelengths. Therefore, TWIN can only accommodate
up to 40 capacity units.

or close-to-optimal solutions, and Fig. 6(c) shows that the
three-stage algorithm is fast enough for practical applications.

We now consider HC-TWIN with multi-fiber links under both
uniform and nonuniform traffic. Figs. 7 and 8 show the effec-
tiveness of HC-TWIN and the three-stage algorithm. We see
that HC-TWIN can accommodate even larger traffic demands by
using more fibers per link. It is because HC-TWIN can realize
a larger degree of spatial reuse on multi-fiber links to provide
more destination trees to accommodate larger traffic demands.
With this flexibility, HC-TWIN can provide large enough ca-
pacity to fulfill the ever-increasing traffic demands by using
more fibers per link.

We now study the characteristics of the three-stage algorithm.
Table I shows the percentage of cases in which: 1) only stage 1 is
executed; 2) only stages 1 and 2 are executed; and 3) all the three
stages are executed. We observe that, as the traffic demand in-
creases, the three-stage algorithm would likely proceed to stage
2 or even stage 3. It is because more destination trees are needed
under larger traffic demand, so it is more difficult to optimize the
destination trees and hence the proposed algorithm would likely
proceed to stages 2 and 3 in order to better optimize these trees.
Fig. 9 shows the average execution time required by each stage.
We see that stage 1 is the fastest, stage 3 is the slowest, and the
total execution time required is fast enough for practical deploy-
ment. When the network is large with 100 nodes (its topology is
randomly constructed by the method in [18] and [19], and each
link has one fiber) and the total traffic demand is up to 20 000
capacity units such that all the three stages are executed, the ex-
ecution time required is up to 4000 s. Therefore, even for these
large networks, the execution time is still manageable for prac-
tical deployment (as destination trees are determined in network
design or reconfiguration phases and reconfiguration is typically
done once per few weeks or months).

VI. CONCLUSION

We investigated how to exploit and optimize wavelength
reuse so that TWIN can be upgraded to provide larger capacity
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in a resource-effective way. We formulated this optimization
problem, proved its NP-hardness, and designed an efficient
three-stage heuristic algorithm to solve it. We demonstrated
that 1) the resulting network, called high-capacity TWIN
(HC-TWIN), can better utilize the available network resources
to provide larger network capacity while retaining the ap-
pealing advantages of TWIN, 2) the network capacity can be
increased by realizing larger degree of wavelength reuse, and 3)
the three-stage algorithm can find optimal or close-to-optimal
solutions.
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